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X-TRAIL TL shown in Brilliant Silver with optional accessories.

Nissan is committed to providing accessories that are designed and developed 
specifically for your vehicle. 

By fitting Nissan Genuine Accessories you can rest easy knowing our high-quality 
standards ensure the perfect fit, increased safety and reliability, allowing you to  
future-proof your Nissan.

Your Nissan vehicle is an important investment so don’t compromise on safety  
or reliability – insist on Nissan Genuine Accessories.

SAFETY

Nissan Genuine Accessories have undergone 
thousands of hours of rigorous testing to 
meet the highest standards of quality and 
performance, as your safety is our priority.

PERFECT FIT

Nissan Genuine Accessories are made to 
perfectly fit your vehicle, ensuring it runs at its 
optimum level and is ready for any adventure.

RELIABILITY

Nissan Genuine Accessories are built to 
be reliable, with the added peace of mind 
that they are covered by the Nissan New 
Vehicle Warranty.

FUTURE-PROOF 

Only Nissan Genuine Accessories keep 
your vehicle complete, just like the day you 
bought it, maintaining its resale value.

Warranty: Nissan Genuine Accessories are built to Nissan’s exacting quality standards and are backed by the confidence of Nissan’s three (3) year 
or 100,000km New Vehicle Warranty when fitted to a vehicle in a Nissan authorised workshop at the time of vehicle purchase. If purchased after 
delivery of the vehicle and fitted by an authorised Nissan Dealer, Nissan Genuine Accessories will be covered by Nissan’s one (1) year or 20,000km 
warranty or balance of the New Vehicle Warranty (whichever is greater). Nissan Genuine Accessories purchased over the counter are covered from 
sale date by Nissan’s one (1) year or 20,000km warranty (whichever occurs first).
 
Note: Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. The customer is entitled to a replacement or 
refund for a major failure and compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. The customer is also entitled to have the goods 
repaired or replaced if goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure.

NISSAN GENUINE 
COMPLETE CONFIDENCE



Nudge Bar
Protect your vehicle 
from minor bumps and 
nudges with this Nudge 
Bar, which is integrated 
to your vehicle to 
complement its look.

Rubber Floor Mats 
(Front & Rear)
X-TRAIL branded Rubber 
Floor Mats designed 
with a raised outer 
perimeter to contain any 
dirt, grass and gravel 
whilst protecting the 
cabin floor. 

Weathershields 
(Slimline, Front & Rear)
X-TRAIL branded 
Weathershields that 
protect the cabin  
against the elements 
when windows are 
partially open. A slim 
finish that is perfectly 
tailored to your vehicle.

Towbar 
The durable Towbar has been 
engineered and tested to 
ensure a maximum braking 
capacity of 1,500kg for Petrol 
and 1,650kg for CVT Diesel.^

X-TRAIL TL shown in Marine Blue with optional accessories.
^Towing capacity is subject to towbar/towball capacity. The capacity may be reduced if a non-genuine Nissan towbar is fitted.

Headlamp Protectors
Protect your vehicle’s 
headlamps from  
stones and other road 
debris with these 
Headlamp Protectors. 

CONFIDENT IN ALL ENVIRONMENTS
From the city streets to the great outdoors, your Nissan X-TRAIL is ready to take  
on any adventure, thanks to its versatile range of Nissan Genuine Accessories.



Vehicle image depicts accessorised Navara ST-X Dual Cab in Brilliant Silver.

Kayak/Canoe Carrier
A safe and stylish solution for the 
transportation of your kayak or canoe. 
Supports one kayak or canoe per carrier.

Ski/Snowboard Carrier
A safe and stylish solution for the 
transportation of your skis or snowboards. 
Supports up to four skis or two snowboards 
per carrier.

Bike Carrier
A safe and stylish solution for the 
transportation of your bike. Supports  
one bike per carrier.

Roof Pod
Perfectly designed Roof Pod that provides 
additional secure load carrying space.  
Maximum load capacity of 62kg.

Multi-Purpose Holder
Securely attaches items such as ski poles, 
kayak paddle, fishing rods and shovels to your 
Nissan Genuine Roof Bars.

Roof Bars (Flush Style)
Attractive and practical Roof Bars with a sleek 
finish and maximum carrying capacity of 80kg. 

Roof Bars (Through Style) 
Attractive and practical Roof Bars with a sleek 
finish and maximum carrying capacity of 80kg. 

MADE FOR FAMILY ADVENTURE 
Nissan Genuine Accessories are designed to make your family adventures 
bigger and more enjoyable, enabling you to take all the essential gear for 
an unforgettable getaway. 

X-TRAIL TL shown in Marine Blue with optional accessories.



Bonnet Protector (Smoked)
Tinted X-TRAIL branded Bonnet 
Protector complements the 
appearance of your Nissan and 
protects the leading edge of 
your bonnet from stone chips 
and other road debris. 

Alloy Wheels  
(17" Flow) 
Personalise and 
complement the 
style of your vehicle 
with these 17-inch 
Alloy Wheels.

Front Corner  
Park Assist
Front Corner Park 
Assist is a 2-head 
sensor system  
that provides 
audible alerts to 
the driver of objects 
in close proximity 
when parking. 

Kick Plates
Personalise and 
protect your 
vehicle’s door sill 
from scuff marks 
and scratches 
with these X-TRAIL 
branded Kick Plates. 
Includes front and 
rear set.

Rear Park Assist
Rear Park Assist  
is a 4-head sensor 
system that provides 
audible alerts to 
the driver of objects 
in close proximity 
when parking.

INTELLIGENTLY DESIGNED
The advanced range of Nissan Genuine Accessories helps make everyday driving easier and 
protects your X-TRAIL against the elements – all whilst complementing its stylish exterior. 

X-TRAIL TL shown in Copper Blaze with optional accessories.



Boot Storage Bag (Six Compartment)
Boot Storage Bag provides a handy storage 
solution for your boot area for items such as 
groceries and sports gear.

Cargo Area Net
Easy to use Cargo Area Net which provides a 
great solution to contain loose items within 
your boot area.

Rear Protection Carpet Mat
Designed to protect your vehicle’s cargo floor 
area from dirt, excessive wear and stains.

Rear Protection Tray
X-TRAIL branded black formed tray, designed 
with a raised outer perimeter to help protect 
the cargo floor area and contain any spillages. 

PRACTICAL AND FAMILY-PROOF
Nissan Genuine Accessories provide convenient and secure storage for your 
precious cargo and ensure your X-TRAIL remains protected from the hard-to-avoid 
spillages and scuff marks that often come with fun-filled family road trips. Cargo Barrier

Cargo Barrier protects all vehicle occupants 
from any loose items during sudden braking.  
Maximum load mass of 60kg.

Bootlip Protector (Reflective)
A practical solution to help protect the 
bootlip of your Nissan, which has a reflective 
strip for extra safety.

X-TRAIL TL shown in Diamond Black with optional accessories.



ACCESSORIES FOR EVERY OCCASION 
Whether it’s towing the campervan, checking your tyre pressure or connecting your 
favourite music playlist, the versatile range of Nissan Genuine Accessories ensures all 
your road trip needs are covered.

LargeSmall

Luggage Area Storage Bag (Gear Safe®)
A handy storage device with dividers, 
which has a storage capacity of 39L and 
recommended storage weight of up to 15kg.

Tow Carry Bag
A Nissan branded durable black  
nylon carry bag perfect for storing  
your Towbar accessories.

AUX Cable
Connects various media players i.e. iPod and 
MP3 players to project the audio through the 
vehicle speakers.

First Aid Kit
Be prepared for the unpredictable with  
a handy First Aid Kit which includes over  
20 items.

Load Straps
Two handy 3.1 metre length Load Straps  
with buckle adjustment. Suitable for  
securing all types of loads to your vehicle  
for safer transport.

Wheel Lock Nuts
A set of four nuts to securely lock  
and protect your alloy and steel wheels  
from theft.

Towbar Harness Adaptor (Large & Small Round)
A useful adaptor that converts the vehicle’s 7 pin flat plug to a 7 pin round (small or large)  
plug for your trailer.

Tyre Pressure Gauge (Analogue)
A tool to check tyre pressure to ensure your 
tyres remain well maintained for longer. 
Housed in a sturdy case for protection. X-TRAIL TL shown in Ruby Red with optional accessories.



All illustrations, information and specifications presented and referred to in this brochure were correct at the time this brochure was approved for printing. Nissan 
reserves the right to change, alter or modify accessories without prior notice. The colours depicted may vary from actual colours. Variations to actual tyre/tyre tread 
specification(s) may appear in photographic images used. Trim variations may occur from time to time. Items pictured with the accessory product(s) are not included. 
For detailed Accessory application per model variant please confer with your Nissan Dealer. Nissan Motor Co. (Australia) Pty Ltd reserves the right, subject to the laws of 
Australia and/or the regulations of any competent authority which may apply from time to time, at its discretion at any time and without prior notice, to discontinue or 
change the models, features, specifications, accessories, designs and prices of the products referred to in this brochure and any optional equipment therefore without 
incurring any liability whatsoever to any purchaser or prospective purchaser of any such products. Nissan Motor Co. (Australia) Pty Ltd, 260-270 Frankston-Dandenong 
Road, Dandenong South, Victoria 3175. ABN 54 004 663 156. NP2017 0003 January 2018

NISSAN X-TRAIL ACCESSORY APPLICABILITY LIST

ACCESSORIES PETROL DIESEL COMMENTS

ST 
5 SEATS

ST 
7 SEATS

ST-L 
5 SEATS

ST-L 
7 SEATS

Ti 
5 SEATS

TS 
5 SEATS

TL 
5 SEATS

ALLOY WHEEL (17" FLOW) Includes centre cap

AUX CABLE

BONNET PROTECTOR (SMOKED) X-TRAIL branded

BOOT STORAGE BAG (SIX COMPARTMENT)

BOOTLIP PROTECTOR (REFLECTIVE)

CARGO BARRIER Not applicable to 7 seat variants

CARGO AREA NET

DRIVING LIGHT HARNESS (HALOGEN)

DRIVING LIGHT HARNESS (LED)

FIRST AID KIT

FRONT CORNER PARK ASSIST

COPPER BLAZE (EBB) Two corner sensors only

DIAMOND BLACK (G41)

BRILLIANT SILVER (K23)

GUN METALLIC (KAD)

RUBY RED (NBF)

IVORY PEARL (QAB)

MARINE BLUE (RAW)

HEADLAMP PROTECTORS X-TRAIL branded

KICK PLATES X-TRAIL branded 
Set of 4

LUGGAGE AREA STORAGE BAG (GEAR SAFE®) Storage capacity 39L 
Maximum storage weight 15kg

NUDGE BAR Nissan Branded

REAR PARK ASSIST

COPPER BLAZE (EBB)

DIAMOND BLACK (G41)

BRILLIANT SILVER (K23)

GUN METALLIC (KAD)

RUBY RED (NBF)

IVORY PEARL (QAB)

MARINE BLUE (RAW)

REAR PROTECTION CARPET MAT (5 SEATS) X-TRAIL branded

REAR PROTECTION CARPET MAT (7 SEATS) X-TRAIL branded

REAR PROTECTION TRAY X-TRAIL branded

ROOF CROSS BARS (FLUSH STYLE) 

ROOF CROSS BARS (THROUGH STYLE) 

ROOF BARS (FLUSH STYLE)

ROOF BARS (THROUGH STYLE)

ACCESSORIES PETROL DIESEL COMMENTS

ST 
5 SEATS

ST 
7 SEATS

ST-L 
5 SEATS

ST-L 
7 SEATS

Ti 
5 SEATS

TS 
5 SEATS

TL 
5 SEATS

ROOF BAR ACCESSORIES

BIKE CARRIER

KAYAK/CANOE CARRIER

LOAD STRAPS

MULTI PURPOSE HOLDER

ROOF POD

SKI/SNOWBOARD CARRIER

T-TRACK ADAPTOR X-TRAIL branded

RUBBER FLOOR MATS  (FRONT & REAR)

TOWING

TOWBAR Includes towbar wiring harness

TOWBAR (WITH KICK SENSOR) Includes towbar wiring harness

TOWBALL - CHROME NISSAN branded

TOWBAR - D SHACKLE

TOWBAR - HARNESS ADAPTOR, LARGE ROUND

TOWBAR - HARNESS ADAPTOR, SMALL ROUND

TOWBAR - SAFETY CHAIN (KIT)

TOW CARRY BAG NISSAN branded

TYRE PRESSURE GAUGE (ANALOGUE)

WEATHERSHIELDS (SLIMLINE, FRONT & REAR) NISSAN branded

WHEEL LOCK NUTS

NISSAN X-TRAIL ACCESSORY APPLICABILITY LIST      Accessory Available         
S   Standard
     Not Available

     Accessory Available         
S   Standard
     Not Available
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